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Spin and mechanical systems are connected via light. Polariza�on rota�on signal
from spins is converted to phase quadrature signal directed towards OM cavity.

Collec�ve spin oscillator features narrow natural linewidth and high quantum coopera�vity.
For example, significant squeezing of light can be generated via interference of shot noise 
and back-ac�on noise
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Consequence:
 - noiseless trajectory in an EPR subspace
 - projec�on of joint state on an entangled state via measurment

Entanglement observed for various detunings

thanks to op�mized tracking/es�ma�on!

We generate entanglement of a collec�ve spin of a Cs hot atomic ensemble and a phononic crystal
SiN membrane resonator.
The entanglement is enabled by a collec�ve con�nous measurement under the condi�ons of
quantum back-ac�on evasion. 
Back-ac�on is evaded by engineering the atomic ensemble to act as a nega�ve-mass oscillator, 
which leads to cancelle�on of back-ac�on effect of strong proble light.
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